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A beautiful piece of wooden furniture in its elegant
and stylish design.

Made out of a 22 mm wooden cabinet in water-re-
sistant furniture MDF with its “finger joined” solid
smoked oak wood drawers. The outer is made in
Smoked Oak veneer to be able to resist the tough
climate and humidity in the bathroom. Rungsted
offers a versatile wooden cabinet in diffrent sizes to
be combined with our Acovi® composit tops or
integrated basins.

Design features makes a difference in the visual
experience - like the frame cut into 6 mm edge in
order to provide a very thin yet very strong cabinet.
Drawers with bluemotion closing makes it very
smooth to operate. Rungsted comes in 4 different
sizes and a high unit cabinet.

For Rungsted 120 and 160 you can choose a countertop
with basin left, right or with a double basin.

Drawer organizers in different sizes can be added

Rungsted 60
Smoaked oak
H/W/D: 54.5/60/45
Cabinet 60 SKU: 30010158
Countertop 60 SKU:

Rungsted 80
Smoaked oak
H/W/D: 54.5/80/45
Cabinet 80 SKU: 30010153
Countertop 80 SKU:

Rungsted 100
Smoaked oak
H/W/D: 54.5/100/45
Cabinet 100 SKU: 30010154
Countertop 100 left SKU:
Countertop 100 right SKU:
Countertop 100 double SKU:

Rungsted 120
Smoaked oak
H/W/D: 54.5/120/45
Cabinet 120 SKU: 30010161
Countertop 120 left SKU:
Countertop 120 right SKU:
Countertop 120 double SKU:

Rungsted 160
Smoaked oak
H/W/D: 54.5/160/45
Cabinet 160 SKU:
Countertop 160 left SKU:
Countertop 160 right SKU:
Countertop 160 double SKU:

Rungsted high unit
Smoaked oak
H/W/D: 145/45/35
High unit SKU: 30010159
5 glass shelves
Door left or right

CLASSIC AND TIMELESSSPECIFICATIONS

Rungsted high unit with 5 glass shelves.
Door can be mounted left or right.
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TIME FOR YOU

The time you spend in your bathroom should be

about a moment of peace – TIME FOR YOU. This is

our philosophy and the mission behind the

Copenhagen Bath design. We offer not only great

visual design but also functionality andmentally quiet

and characteristically simple Scandinavian style.

Our own Acovi® is 100% solid composite and is

a completely pore-free material, that can be cast,

shaped andeven cut very thinly. This gives us amazing

and unique possibilities when creating beautiful

bathroom furniture. It withstands the wear and tear

of time and splashing water. Always easy to clean

and maintain which makes it perfect for the wide

rangeofproducts, likewashbasins,bathtubs, cabinets

and shelves, that Copenhagen Bath offers.

Made to measure: We even produce our designs in

custom measurements to create your dream

bathroom. Don’t hesitate to ask for a basin, cabinet or

countertop made bespoke to fit into your home.


